
Training Decision-Makers: 
Case Studies in Aboriginal Business



PURDY CRAWFORD CHAIR

• promotes interest among Canada’s Aboriginal 
people in the study of business at the post-
secondary level

• undertakes pure and applied research specific 
to Aboriginal communities



PURDY CRAWFORD CHAIR

• Research

• Curriculum

• Recruitment

• Mentorship



TEXT BOOK

• Aboriginal Business in Canada

• explain how Aboriginal business is different from 
mainstream business in Canada (ex. taxation, 
finance, regulations, etc)

• provides some historical & cultural context

• collection of essays by Aboriginal & non-
Aboriginal authors from across Canada & the US

• key points, questions for review, suggested 
assignments, & definitions



CASES

• stories of Aboriginal businesses across Canada 
for analysis

• raise awareness of the diversity of Aboriginal 
businesses, as well as creative approaches to 
problem-solving



CASES
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based



CASES

• Ivey style – decision-based cases that allow 
students to step into the role of the decision-
maker & apply knowledge/theories from their 
course work



CASES
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INDIAN MAIDEN MAPLE SYRUP

• product created by lifestyle entrepreneur Mary Louise 
Bernard

• during her time as chief of Wagmatcook (1994-2002), 
Mary Louise had looked into feasibility of maple syrup 
production

• interest in cultural tourism; established Native Trail 
Tours (2004)

• shared Mi’kmaw stories & legends with tourists as she 
drove them around Cape Breton, including the origins 
of maple syrup

• June 2005, one tourist asked, “Where can I buy this 
Indian Maiden syrup?”



INDIAN MAIDEN MAPLE SYRUP

• Four weeks later, 
Indian Maiden 
Maple Syrup was 
born

Photo by Janice Esther Tulk



INDIAN MAIDEN MAPLE SYRUP

• sold from home in Middle River; directly to 
tourists; at trade shows, craft fairs, & farmer’s 
markets

• tourists wanted to bring home the story, as 
well as the syrup

• interest in language revitalization

• idea of children’s storybook

• wanted to maintain control over imagery



INDIAN MAIDEN MAPLE SYRUP

• self-published 
Sismoqnapui’skwe’j: 
Sweet Water 
Maiden in 2013

• Launched on 
Sunday, October 26, 
2014 at Sugar Moon 
Farm

Used with permission of Mary Louise Bernard.



INDIAN MAIDEN MAPLE SYRUP

Used with permission of Mary Louise Bernard.Photo by Janice Esther Tulk



INDIAN MAIDEN MAPLE SYRUP

• Mary Louise Bernard had recently self-published the 
legend of how maple syrup was discovered as a 
complementary product for her award-winning 
brand Indian Maiden Maple Syrup when she began 
contemplating the future of the brand. She 
wondered whether to incorporate a Mi’kmaw name 
or illustrations from the book, published in 2013, into 
the syrup’s future labelling.



INDIAN MAIDEN MAPLE SYRUP

• basic business concepts

– difference between a logo and a brand; target 
markets & demographics; creation of a brand 
identity; establishment of a product line

• social & political considerations 

– use of "Indian" in name; use of Mi'kmaq



INDIAN MAIDEN MAPLE SYRUP

Questions:

• If you were Mary Louise, what would you do? 

• Identify the markets for Mary Louise’s 
products. Is it possible to create a unified 
brand that speaks to all of these markets? 

• If Mary Louise does not make any changes, 
what are the implications for the marketing of 
her brand? What are the implications if she 
does make changes?



AMAGUK INN

• Written by Danielle Pottle

• Employee training & retention in a remote Inn

• Inuit

Photo by Susan Pottle



SALMON N’ BANNOCK A & B

• Written by Katie K. MacLeod

• Local food & operations in an Aboriginal 
restaurant

• First Nation

Photo: http://www.salmonandbannock.net/



PRATT FALLS SALMON LODGE

• Written by Ken Medd

• Financing a seasonal business

• Labrador Metis

Photo: http://www.prattfallslodge.com/home/album-2



CASES

• Recent Cases:
– Tk'emlups: The Repatriation of Scheidam Flats (Ken 

Medd)

– Manitobah Mukluks (Ken Medd)

– Moonlight Works A (Katie MacLeod)

– Stk'emlupsemc Te Secwepemc Nation and the New 
Afton Mine (Angelique Slade Shantz)

– Developmental Financing for Aboriginal Businesses 
(Marcia Nickerson)



CASES

• Case Overview:

Stand Alone Cases Best Practices Cases 
(collection)

Cases in Progress

38 5 8



CASES

• Case Use:

– Students exposed to cases: 398

– Shared with: Douglas College, First Nations 
University, Lakehead University, Simon Fraser 
University, University of Victoria, University of 
Waterloo, and AFOA

– Provided free of charge for educational purposes



CASES: FEEDBACK

“I used the Indian Maiden Maple Syrup C case in class 
this morning. Students enjoyed the case. They were 
pleased to discuss a local case. They were not aware of 
the product and were surprised to read of the success of 
this product and the entrepreneur. They discussed the 
book and the importance of culture, tradition, legend 
and language. Discussion of the label, wording and the 
image was engaging. Points of the hand drawn image 
versus a photo were discussed. Overall I believe the 
case was successful in engaging student interest in 
cases analysis and in the future I would try to make 
arrangements to have Mary Bernard attend. Thank you 
for the use of your case.” 



CASES: FEEDBACK

Regarding Amaguk Inn:

“It is helpful to have a few cases to draw from as they 
are not easy to find for tourism related courses! I did 
adapt some of the case questions to closer suit the 
topics we were covering in class but stayed close to 
what was offered for questions and discussions. It was 
good to have a real example of real-life issues that 
affect the operations and management of 
tourism/hospitality businesses. Students seemed to 
find it helpful to work in groups discussing a real issue 
they could possibly be faced with.”



CASES

• We’re always looking for great stories to tell 
on any aspect of business.

• These stories will help Aboriginal students 
prepare for careers in business & help non-
Aboriginal students prepare to partner with 
Aboriginal entrepreneurs & communities in 
the future. 

• We invite you to get in touch with us if you 
want to share your experiences. 



WELA’LIOQ

• More info:

– Janice_Tulk@cbu.ca

– www.cbu.ca/crawford

– Twitter: @Dr_Janice_Tulk


